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578 GLS™ PRO-FIT
CONCEALMENT PADDLE AND BELT LOOP COMBO
576 GLS PRO-FIT HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE
577 GLS PRO-FIT BELT LOOP
578 GLS PRO-FIT PADDLE/BELT LOOP
579 GLS PRO-FIT BELT CLIP
The 578 GLS™ Pro-Fit™ series concealment holsters, part of
the 7TS™ product line, offer exceptional retention with multifit capability and precision injection-molding, making them
extremely lightweight and durable. A handful of sizes fit more
than 225 firearm models.
The proprietary GLS (Grip Locking System) retention features
a middle finger release of the handgun from the holster. Once
a proper shooting grip is obtained, the middle finger will sit
directly on the lever of the GLS. With this ergonomic design,
as the gun is drawn, the lever is depressed, and the firearm
can be seamlessly and fluidly drawn from the holster.
578 GLS PRO-FIT
PADDLE/BELT LOOP

These holsters are constructed of SafariSeven™, a state-ofthe-art nylon blend, a material completely non-abrasive to
the firearm’s finish. SafariSeven has very high heat and cold
tolerances and are structurally sound from -50º F to 300º F.
The holster interior has raised stand-off surfaces which
create air space around the handgun allowing dirt and
moisture to quickly clear any contact with the gun. It features
a matte finish and can be maintained with a simple scouring
pad. Further, with SafariSeven, the holster can be submerged
in water indefinitely and still maintain shape and function.

577 GLS PRO-FIT
BELT LOOP

576 GLS PRO-FIT
HI-RIDE BELT SLIDE

579 GLS PRO-FIT
BELT CLIP

MULTI-FIT DESIGN WITH
GLS RETENTION
FEATURES










GLS (Grip Locking System) secures the handgun once holstered; retention is
deactivated with the middle finger as the user acquires a standard shooting
grip on the gun
Holster is user customizable and designed to fit multiple firearms in one holster

These durable, lightweight holsters also offer a lower profile
and compact design, ideal for concealment. The low cut sides
allow for a rapid draw and easy re-holstering.

BELT ATTACHMENT OPTIONS:




SafariSeven body is proprietary nylon blend non-abrasive to a firearm’s finish,
and maintains very high heat and low cold tolerances
Low-cut and compact design make concealment easy while also allowing for
a quick draw
Available in SafariSeven Plain Black and FDE Brown finishes
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578 - Injection-molded paddle design is highly concealable
and rides close to body; also includes 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25”
(58mm) belt loop
577 - Injection-molded belt loop is user adjustable for cant
and can be worn cross draw; 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)
width belt loop
576 – rides 1” higher than standard belt loop with a
1.5” (38mm) belt width
579 - Fits belt widths from 1.5” (38mm) to 2.25” (58mm)
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